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Blast furnace osrs theoatrix

This article or section requires a cleanup to meet the Old School RuneScape Wiki's quality standards. You can edit this page to improve it. This article gives tips on training Smithing. Edit Source | Image source] Levels 1–37: Seeking/Modifying Source] Completion of The Knight's Sword, Elementary Workshop I and II, The Giant Dwarf, Heroes' Quest and
Pirate Pete subquest of Recipe for Disaster will grant a total of 30,982 experience, increasing Smithing from level 1 to level 37. Players will then have to make 50 iron plate bodies to get level 40 Smithing, where they can start smelling gold bars in the Blast Oven. Completing The Knight's Sword is highly recommended as it gives 12,725 Smithing experience
upon completion, immediately raising Smithing from level 1 to level 29. Levels 1–40: Anvil smithing edit | Edit source] From levels 1 to 40, the fastest experience is gained by smithing multiple items at the amphive just south of the west Varrock bank. Players should make the highest level item available, since higher equal items require more than one bar to
make, fewer actions will be needed and this will lead to more experience per hour. This will result in a loss, but the overall loss is relatively small than reaching level 40 will take just under an hour. The table below shows the items and materials needed to reach level 40. While there are some items that are potentially cheaper to make, these low-level items are
uncommonly traded on the Grand Exchange and their prices vary greatly. Players who want to save money should do guests who give Smithing experience to skip most of the early levels. Levels XP Needed Item Bars Required (each) XP each XP/h # for purpose Bars required (total) Gain 1–5 388 Bronze dagger 1 12.5 13,900 32 Bronze bar -5,024 5–9 581
Bronze scimitar 2 25 25,700 2448 Bronze Bar -7,800 9–18 2,554 Bronze warhammer 3 37.5 36,200 69 207 Bronze bar -35,397 18–24 3,505 Bronze platebody 5 62.5 52,100 5 285 Bronze Bar -51,813 24–33 11,219 Iron Warhammer 3 75 72,300 150 450 Iron Bar -57,300 33–39 15,401 Iron Plate 5 125 104,200 12 44 620 Iron Beam -69,192 39–40 3,756
Steel warhammer 3 112.5 108,500 34 102 Steel Bar -27,098 1–40 37,224 572 Bronze Bar, 1,070 Iron, Iron and 102 Steel Bar -253,624 Levels 40–99 : Gold bars (Blast Furnace)[edit source] Melting gold bars at the Blast Furnace become the fastest viable training method at level 40. This method costs money, and it can be quite expensive depending on the
Grand Exchange pricing. Players will need to have family Crest completed for goldsmith gauntlets for this method, which increases the base experience from 22.5 to 56.2 experience per gold bar. Without the gauntlets, this method is not worth doing, since it would be much more expensive and much slower. Players will also need to have level 50 Mining and
the Queen once for ice gloves. Stamina drinks are also mandatory for optimal experience rates, and it is also highly recommended to have some weight-reducing clothing to reduce the walked energy drain. Wearing a ring of endurance with costs is also recommended. To access Keldagrim, players should have started The Giant Dwarf quest. Players can get
to the Blast Oven by using the minigame teleport there or using the mine cart from the Grand Exchange to Keldagrim. While on an official Blast Furnace world, dwarfing NPCs will keep the oven running for a fee, see below for a breakdown. Under level 60, the Blast Oven Foreman will require a payment every 10 minutes to be able to use the oven. Players
can get up to about 380,000 experience per hour at maximum efficiency with this method. Without goldsmith gauntlets, players can only get up to about 150,000 experience per hour. At level 99 it is possible to gain up to 400 000–420 000 experience per hour when wearing the Smithing Cape. To achieve the maximum experience figures, all of the following
points must be considered (in order of priority): Wear goldsmith gauntlets when the experience is earned for melting the gouderts. The experience will be earned about 3 seconds after ore has gone at the belt for an empty dispenser. Use ice gloves to save a stock space for more golden ore. Wear weight-reducing clothing. Keep stamina drinks in the bank.
When running energy gets low, drink a dose of a stamina canvassing of the sofa at the same time you collect gouderts (right-click and drink in the banking interface). Set the bank transfer quantity on Everyone to quickly retrieve a full inventory of gouderts from the bank and deposit gold bars from your inventory with a single left-wing click on the respective
materials. Optionally, fill the bank with bank fillet via the bank menu so you can use the deposit inventory option to deposit only your braked gold bars into your bank with one click. For that to work properly, there cannot be a placeholder for the Goldsmith gauntlets or Ice Gloves. The 'Deposit Worn Items' button can be hidden via the bank menu so worn gear
isn't accidentally deposited in the bank. 231,268 golden ore is required to reach level 99 of level 40 when using the goldsmith gauntlets. Training with gold bars costs -1.49 per experience when training on one of the official worlds, using goldsmith gauntlets and drinking 40 stamina doses per hour. Exclusively training via gouderts from level 40 to 99 will result
in a loss of -19,409,211.97 after selling the created gold bars. Other methods edit source] The other training methods below are much slower than smelling gold bars at the Blast Oven. Using them becomes only for skill purely that can't get goldsmith gauntlets, since without the gauntlets that smell gold bars will offer much lower Tariffs. Regular accounts that
want to save money to do cheaper methods are generally better off simply smelling gold bars and using the save time to make money in other ways. However, sometimes a certain method can be viable in terms of cost depending on the Grand Exchange prices. For aamboo smithing methods, the closest aamil to a bank is in the Trahaearn district of
Prifddinas. Players who have not completed Song of the Elves should use the aammel just south of the western Varrock bench. The experience figures for aamboo smithing depend on the type of metal that is smithed and number of bars used per item. The following table shows the calculated experience per hour of each type of metal bar at how many pubs
are used per item, assuming an optimal 11 tick bank time, as possible at the southeastern Prifddinas bank. The cost and level requirements can be checked using the Smithing tables. XP/hr ranked by # of bars used per item # of bars 1 bar 13.9k 27.7k 41.6k 55.5k 69.3k 83.2k 2 bar 25.7k 51.3k 77.0k 102.6k 128.3k 153.9k 3 bars 36.2K 72.3K 108.5K 144.6K
180.8K 217.0K 5 bars 52.1K 104.2K 156.2K 208.3K 2 260.4K 312.5K Levels 15–99: Blast Oven[edit source] Fuselage bars (except gold or silver) at the Blast Furnace provide slow experience, but it usually offers decent profit. With the ice gloves and coal bag, it is highly recommended to significantly increase the number of bars created per hour. Players will
also need weight-reducing clothing and stamina drinks to always run energy. Optimal bar patterns can be found on the Blast #Bar Patterns page. These numbers assume that you are using one of the official worlds, ice gloves, and 36 stamina doses per hour. Level Money Making Guides Profit Bars/Hour XP/Hour 15 Melting Iron Bars 397,074 6000 75,000 30
Melting Steel Bars 496,674 Lying2 5400 94,500 50 Melt mithril bars 406,674 3600 108,000 70 Melt adamantite bars 990 774 2700 101,250 85 Melting Runite Bars 1,115,174 2150 107,500 Levels 20––99: Smithing arrow tips [ edit source] Smithing arrow tips provide very slow experience, but it requires very little attention and usually breaks even or makes a
small gain due to their high demand for using training Fletching. Player must have completed the Tourist trap to be able to smith arrow tips. 10 arrow tips were created per bar. Keep in mind that the 'coins by experience' calculations are based below on buying the bars at the Grand Exchange. The list below assumes 9,500 arrow tips are made per hour. Level
Bar Method Profit Arrows/Hour XP/Hour 4 Bronze Arrow Tips 170,050 9500 11,875 19 Iron Arrow Tips 139,139,1650 9500 23,750 34 Steel Arrow Tips 153,900 9500 35,625 54 Mithril arrow tips 189,050 9500 47,500 74 Adamant arrow tips 83,600 9500 59,37589 Rune dart tips 9500 71,250 Levels 48–99: Smithing Armor Armor at an aamolee provides the
fastest experience outside the Blast Oven, and it requires fairly low amount of effort. Players should smith the highest level platebody they can, from steel plates at level 48, move to mithril at level 68 and then be determined at level 88. From level 66 to 68, players can plateau mithril or plateau maize as a slightly slower but cheaper alternative to steel plate
bodies. Depending on the Grand Exchange prices, melting gold bars at the Blast Furnace may be cheaper than smithing lower-level weapons, and it offers much faster experience per hour. However, Adamant plates can be a viable option for some players as they offer decent experience figures and they are usually very cheap. Levels Item XP/Hour
Profit/Hour GP/XP Profit (HA)/Hour GP (HA)/XP 48–68 Steel platebody 144,000 -743,928.53 -4.76 -605,639.47 -3.88 66–68 Mithril platelegs 140,000 -583,220 -4.03 -443,440 -3.07 66–68 Mithril plateskirt 140,000 -562,976 -3.89 -443,440 -3.07 68–88 Mithril platebody 200,000 -307,450.8 -1.48 -101,650.4 -0.49 88–99 Adamant platebody 240,000 138,324.48
0.53 447,471.36 1.72 Levels 97–99+: Smithing 3-bar rune items[edit | edit source] Smithing rune platelegs, plateskirts, or 2h swords at an anvil offers decent experience, and it is also profitable. Players will have to have level 99 to be able to make these items, but dwarf stouts or their adult versions can be used to provide a boost for that level. But because of
the high cost of Dwarven naughty(m), players can expect a big loss when using that method. Each of these items delivers the same amount of experience, so players have to make whatever offers the best profit. Players can also throw high level Alchemy to increase profits, but it is only recommended if you have a very disposable gold and plan on skill while
alchemizing. Item XP/Hr GP/Hr GP/XP GP (HA)/Hr GP (HA)/XP Platelegs 210,000 384,237 1.77 869,528 4.01 Plaatskirt 210,000 552,762 2.55 869,528 4.01 2h sword 210,000 518,094 2.39 869,528 4.01 Guests for Smithing experience | Image source] Main article: Quest experience rewards Quest Experiencereward Smithingrequirement Other requirements
The Abandoned Tower 500 - 20% Lovakengj favor Recipe for Disaster (Pirate Pete subquest) 1,000 - 31 Heroes' quest 2,257 - 55, 53, 53 , 25 , 50 The Giant Dwarf 2,500 - 14, 12 , 16, 33 between a rock... 5,000 50 30, 40 Elementary Workshop I 5,000 20 20, 20 Disparate Thoughts 6,500 65 50, 50 Cabin Fever 7,000 50 42, 45, 40 Elementary Workshop II
7,500 30 20 The Knight's Sword 12,725 - 10 Song of the Elves 20,000 70 70, 70, 70, 70, 70, 70, 70 Dragon Slayer II 25,000 70 200, 75, 68, 62, 60, 60, 50, 50 Total 74,482 74,482
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